PHRED SEZ.....
DOMETIC REFRIGERATOR REPAIR AND WHEEL BEARING
REPACKING/TRAILER BRAKE SAFETY
J. Fred Ettline, WBCCI #27910
This month's column begins with an experience from Al Izzi, WBCCI # 1827, in
repairing a Dometic refrigerator on his 34 foot trailer: While performing an overall
check and maintenance program on my 34 Excella trailer, I discovered my
refrigerator worked very well on A/C but would not fire on propane. The good news
was that since electrically the unit worked well and there was no ammonia odor, the
problem was in the gas (propane) system. I checked the tanks first, then gas flow to
the gas solenoid valve before the ignitor & thermocouple. Both were okay. The
Airstream manual did not provide further help. Four areas seemed important: 1.
ignitor, 2. thermocouple, 3. reignitor board, and 4. micro-control board. I felt the
ignitor and thermocouple were probably OK because 75/80% of refrigerator use
was on electricity.
After 2-3 phone calls and checking the electrical schematic on the back of the
refrigerator, I decided to replace either the micro-board or the reignitor board, or
possibly both. I thought the micro-board was the culprit, but after talking with R &
G Electronics (phone 800-390-3908 or www.rg-electrospec.com) they steered me to
the reignitor board. I called an Airstream dealer for any additional assistance and
they concurred. I ordered the reignitor providing my refrigerator model number for
the correct part number. The part was received promptly.
As a precaution I turned off the electrical supply both AC and DC. Turned off the
propane gas supply at the tanks and vented the gas line at the solenoid valve before
doing any work. I marked the old unit where the three wire connectors went and
reconnected the wires the same way on the new board.
I subsequently turned on the propane at the tanks and activated the refrigerator
controls. Within 2 or 3 minutes the gas phase was operational. Note that molded
type micro boards and reignitor boards are not repairable according to R & G
Electronics. You can call for individual information. They were helpful to me and
offer retail sales of micro-boards for furnaces and water heaters as well as
refrigerators. This information may be useful to other tinkerers!
Editor's note: Please be reminded if neither gas nor electric will run the refrigerator
and you normally have automatic switching from one to the other, the first thing to
check is 12 volt power to the unit, since 12 volts does the actual switching. Your
house battery may not have enough voltage to cause the control switch to function.
Wheel Bearing Packing and Trailer Brakes
A maintenance item safety tip comes from Dick Bartram, WBCCI # 281, regarding

excess wheel bearing grease in trailer hubs that can make trailer brakes virtually
useless. When the unit was new to him, he found that the trailer brakes stopped
working. After having established that electricity was getting to each brake magnet,
the wheels and brake drums were removed, revealing that the drums, shoes, and
discs where the magnets rub were soaked in grease. Evidently someone had
repacked the bearings but also filled the hub with grease. With this cavity overfilled
the rotation of the wheels pumped the excess grease past the grease seals and into
the brake shoe and magnet area.
He has since encountered two more similar situations on older trailers. There are
service people that use a needle to penetrate the bearing seal and then just pump
more grease into the cavity, resulting in too much grease and loss of braking soon
thereafter. Always insist that the service technician remove the inner and outer
bearings, clean them, repack them and reinstall seals. No filling the hubs with
grease! Short cuts could kill you and others!
Editor's Note: The confusion about whether the hub cavity should be full of grease
may come from small boat trailer owners. Many of them have a grease cap
containing a zerk fitting (grease nipple), sold under the name Bearing Buddy if my
recollection serves correctly. The boat trailer owner puts a grease gun on the grease
fitting and pumps each hub cavity full of grease. The intent is to keep out all water
from the bearing area when the trailer wheels are submerged in water during
launching and recovery of the boat. However these small boat trailers do not have
trailer brake components and are designed to run with a full hub. But that is not the
case with an Airstream!

